PVP ROLEPLAYING TABLE 1-1: NOT PAYING ATTENTION CHART
d%

Result

01-05 Cluck like a chicken for 2 minutes or lose a magic item.
06-15 Buy pizza for everyone immediately. You do NOT get to pick toppings.
16-20 Give the DM your phone. DM is allowed to answer any incoming calls as
“Hello. Doucher McSpadden’s phone.” for the duration of the game.
21-30 Lack of attention makes you the group lackey! You must fetch beverages
for all players and DM. If this requires a run to the liquor store, so be it.
31-45 Take better notes! You must write up the game report for this session
or lose 1000 gp x your character’s level.
46-60 Lack focus, you do. For the rest of the game, speak like Yoda, you must or
initiative you will lose in every combat you face. Hmmm.
61-70 Sing a tune and dance a polka, square dance, or jig or lose 1d10 skill
ranks from random skills determined randomly.
71-75 Pick up the tab for the DM’s next game store purchase or see 2d10 of
your favorite dice smashed with a hammer.
76-85 Show up next session in full character costume or suffer a permanent
penalty to all your saving throws.
86-90 Sing a song of the group’s choice or lose access to all house food and
beverages for the rest of the game.
91-94 Maid to order! You must clear the table and clean the kitchen after the
gaming session.
95-98 Bark like a dog and drink from the toilet or lose 1d6 to all of your primary
stats permanently.
99

For the rest of the game you must scratch your head like a dumb ape
whenever you speak. Lose 100 XP every time you forget to do this and are
caught by the DM or a player.

100

No forgiveness! Lose a level immediately.

